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This document is a ___________ picture/photograph. In the ___________ there's the American flag 
(called ___________ or ___________) and in the ___________ there's a man, presumably a ___________ 
(GB)/ ___________ (US) because he's holding a ___________ under his left ___________. The picture must 
have been taken in the USA shortly after the ___________ ___________ which took place on September 11th 

2001, widely called 9/11 attacks. The fireman has got a ___________ all over his ___________ which 
represents the ___________ and ___________ twin towers in the middle and names on the left. The names 
must be those of firemen who died in the ___________ of 9/11 victims. It must be the names of the 
members of his fire ___________ who died while they were trying to rescue the victims from the debris. In 
the bottom left, we can notice/note the hand and the ___________ of the statue of liberty. 
 The man must have got this tattoo to ___________ ___________ to the firemen who died for the 
___________ of the American nation. He must have made it in ___________ of his colleagues/partners/team 
mates.  

Maybe he felt ___________ to be alive while some of his ___________ ___________ died or were 
___________. Like his colleagues who bear the ___________  of the attacks, he wants to bear them too. He 
must have been really ___________ by the event.  

___________ , it's a proof of ___________ .  
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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